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We examine inverse limits of postcritically ﬁnite polynomials restricted to their Julia sets.
We deﬁne the “trunk” of a Julia set, a forward-invariant set related to the Hubbard tree,
and use it to show that the inverse limit always contains at least one indecomposable
subcontinuum. We characterize when the inverse limit is indecomposable and also
examine how the trunk behaves in the inverse limit.
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1. Introduction
Cabrera [4] investigated inverse limits of quadratic polynomials of the form fc(z) = z2 + c with 0 periodic with special
attention given to “regular leaf spaces”, which can be obtained by removing ﬁnitely many points from the inverse limit,
lim←−{Cˆ, f }. Cabrera showed that distinct values of c give distinct regular leaf spaces.
In this paper, we consider the larger class of postcritically ﬁnite polynomials, but we restrict our attention to the inverse
limit along the Julia set, that is lim←−{ J , f | J }. In the case that J is a dendrite, this relates somewhat to a paper of Baldwin [2],
who gave results on inverse limits of dendrites under functions with a single critical point using kneading sequence theory.
The main result of this paper is the following (see Theorems 4.5 and 5.11).
Theorem 1.1. Let f : Cˆ → Cˆ be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) J is homeomorphic to either S1 or [0,1].
(2) f is conjugate to either zd or ±T for some Chebyshev polynomial, T .
(3) lim←− f | J is indecomposable.
(4) lim←− f | J is either a solenoid or Knaster continuum.
In addition we prove a number of other results concerning inverse limits of postcritically ﬁnite polynomials. Most in-
volve the “trunk” of J , a forward-invariant subset of J that is closely related to the Hubbard tree of f . Perhaps the most
interesting is the following (Theorem 6.3):
Theorem 1.2. Let f : Cˆ → Cˆ be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial with Julia set J with trunk T such that J\T = ∅. Let X = lim←−{ J , f | J }
and let T˜ =⋂i∈Nπ−1i (T ) = lim←−{T , f |T }. Then
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(2) X\T˜ has c-many composants,
(3) the arc components of X\T˜ are precisely its composants,
(4) c-many arc components of X\T˜ are dense in X\T˜ , and
(5) inﬁnitely many arc components of X\T˜ are not dense in X\T˜ .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We give general deﬁnitions in the remainder of this section. In
Section 2 general results regarding indecomposability of inverse limits are presented. Section 3 summarizes known results
concerning Hubbard trees that we will need. Sections 4 and 5 address postcritically ﬁnite polynomials without and with
periodic critical points respectively. Finally in Section 6 we consider the inverse limit restricted to the trunk and also its
complement.
For us, a continuum is a compact, connected, metric space. A dendrite is a locally connected continuum that does not
contain a simple closed curve (and hence is uniquely arc-connected). A continuum is decomposable if it can be written as
the union of two proper subcontinua and indecomposable otherwise. The composant C of a point x in a metric space X is
the set of all points p in X for which there is a proper subcontinuum of X that contains both p and x. We do not require
that X be a continuum.
Let Cˆ denote the Riemann sphere C ∪ {∞}. For a rational function f : Cˆ → Cˆ, the Fatou set of f , F ( f ) is the domain of
normality of the family { f n: n ∈ N} and the Julia set of f , J ( f ) is the complement of the Fatou set. Both J and F are fully
invariant, that is f −1( J ) = J and f −1(F ) = F . The Filled Julia set, K ( f ), is the ﬁlling of J ( f ), that is, the union of J ( f ) and
its bounded complementary domains. If f is a polynomial then J ( f ) is the boundary of the unbounded Fatou component
(Theorem IV.1.1 of [5]).
In this paper we restrict ourselves to polynomials f : Cˆ → Cˆ that are postcritically ﬁnite, that is polynomials for which
every critical point has a ﬁnite orbit. In this case J is a locally connected continuum (Theorems 9.5, 19.6 and 19.7 in [11]).
For more information about Julia sets we refer the reader to [11] and [5].
If for each i ∈ N, Xi is a topological space and f i : Xi+1 → Xi is continuous then the inverse limit, lim←−{Xi, f i}, is given by
lim←−{Xi, f i} = {(x1, x2, . . .) ∈
∏
i∈N Xi: f i(xi+1) = xi ∀i ∈ N} viewed as a subspace of the product space
∏
i∈N Xi . If each Xi
is nonempty, compact and metrizable then lim←−{Xi, f i} is nonempty, compact and metrizable. If in addition, each Xi is
connected, then lim←−{Xi, f i} is a continuum. If Xi = X and f i = f for each i then we will drop the subscripts and write
lim←−{X, f }. If it is clear from context, we also sometimes omit the space X and simply write lim←− f . A Knaster continuum is a
continuum homeomorphic to one of the form lim←−{ f , [0,1]} for an open map f : [0,1] → [0,1].
2. General indecomposability results
Before considering inverse limits of postcritically ﬁnite polynomials, we present several results on indecomposability of
inverse limits, most of which we will make use of later.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A continuum X will be said to decompose ﬁnely if for every δ > 0, there are subcontinua A, B ⊂ X with
X = A ∪ B , such that neither A nor B contains a ball of radius δ.
Deﬁnition 2.2. If X is a topological space, then a map f : X → X is said to be topologically exact if for every open set U ⊂ X
there is an n ∈ N such that f n(U ) = X .
Remark 2.3. In the previous deﬁnition, if X is compact metric, then n depends only on the size of U , that is, for every δ > 0
there exists an n ∈ N such that for any x ∈ X and any U ⊃ Bδ(x), f n(U ) = X .
Proposition 2.4. Suppose X is a continuum that does not decompose ﬁnely and suppose that f : X → X is topologically exact. Then
lim←−{X, f } is indecomposable.
Proof. Let A, B be subcontinua of lim←−{X, f } such that A ∪ B = lim←−{X, f }. Then as X does not decompose ﬁnely, there is a
δ > 0 such that for each n, one of πn(A), πn(B) contains a ball of radius δ. So we may assume that πn(A) contains a δ-ball
for inﬁnitely many n ∈ N . Then by topological exactness, πn(A) = X for inﬁnitely many n ∈ N and hence for every n ∈ N . It
follows that A = lim←−{X, f }. Thus lim←−{X, f } is indecomposable. 
Proposition 2.5. Let X be a continuum containing an arc A, such that IntX (A) = ∅. Then X does not decompose ﬁnely and hence
lim←−{X, f } is indecomposable for any topologically exact map f : X → X.
Proof. Let C ⊂ IntX (A) be an arc and let γ : [0,1] → C be a homeomorphism. Let δ > 0 be small enough that γ (0, 13 ),
γ ( 13 ,
2
3 ) and γ (
2
3 ,1) each contain a ball of radius δ in X . Then for any decomposition X1 ∪ X2 = X , one of X1, X2, say X1,
must contain at least one of γ (0, 13 ), γ (
1
3 ,
2
3 ), γ (
2
3 ,1). Then X1 contains a ball of radius δ, so X does not decompose
ﬁnely. 
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said to be irreducible about K .
Proposition 2.7. Let X be a continuum irreducible about a ﬁnite set, but not irreducible about any 2-point set. Then X does not
decompose ﬁnely and hence lim←−{X, f } is indecomposable for any topologically exact map f : X → X.
Proof. Let F = {a1, . . . ,an} be a minimal set about which X is irreducible. For each i  n let Fi ⊃ F\{ai} be a proper
subcontinuum of F . Choose δ > 0 such that for each i  n, X\Fi contains a ball of radius δ.
Now let A ∪ B = X be any decomposition of X . Then at least one of A, B contains two elements of {a1, . . . ,an}. Without
loss of generality, suppose that a1,a2 ∈ A. Then a2 ∈ A ∩ F1 and A ∪ F1 ⊃ F , so A ∪ F1 = X . Then A ⊃ X\F1 and hence A
contains a δ-ball. 
The following is proved in a more general setting in [10].
Theorem 2.8 (Kuykendall). Let X be a continuum and f : X → X be a continuous surjection. Then lim←−{X, f } is indecomposable iff for
every  > 0 there is a positive integer n and three distinct points x, y, z ∈ X such that for any continuum M containing two of them
and any w ∈ X, d( f n(M),w) <  .
3. Hubbard trees and related concepts
Let f : Cˆ → Cˆ be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial. It follows from Theorem 19.7 of [11] that K ( f ), the ﬁlled Julia set
of f , is a full, locally connected continuum. Following Douady and Hubbard [6], for each Fatou component F , we will ﬁx
a homeomorphism φF : F → D (see [6] for more details concerning the construction of φF ). Then an internal ray is a ray of
the form Rθ = φ−1F ({reiθ : 0 r < 1}) where F is a bounded Fatou component and an external ray is a ray of the same form
where F is the unbounded Fatou component. For x, y ∈ K ( f ) let A be an arc between x and y such that for every bounded
Fatou component F , A ∩ F is a subset of the closure of the union of two internal rays of F . Such an arc is called regulated.
Douady and Hubbard proved that the regulated arc between two points is uniquely deﬁned. In the proof of Proposition 6 in
Chapter 2, Section 6 of [6], they establish the results in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let x, y ∈ K ( f ), with A the regulated arc between them and let FB denote the set of bounded Fatou components of f .
Then for any other arc B ⊂ K ( f ) from x to y,
(1) A ∩ ( J ( f )\⋃F∈FB ∂ F ) = B ∩ ( J ( f )\⋃F∈FB ∂ F ) and
(2) each bounded Fatou component, F , satisﬁes A ∩ ∂ F ⊂ B ∩ ∂ F .
Thus A ∩ J ( f ) ⊂ B ∩ J ( f ).
Lemma 3.2. (Lemma 1.8 of [12]) Let A be a regulated arc such that IntK ( f )(A) doesn’t contain any critical points. Then f |A is a
homeomorphism.
The Hubbard tree of f , H( f ), is the union of the regulated arcs between the points of the critical orbits of f . We will
make use of the following facts about Hubbard trees, all of which are either proved or immediately follow from theorems
in [12].
Theorem 3.3. Let f : Cˆ → Cˆ be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial. Then,
(1) H( f ) is forward-invariant, that is, f (H( f )) ⊂ H( f ),
(2) H( f ) ∩ ∂ F is ﬁnite for every Fatou component, F , and
(3) if A is a regulated arc in K ( f ) such that ∂ A ⊂ H( f ) then A ⊂ H( f ).
4. Polynomials with only preperiodic critical points
Let f : Cˆ → Cˆ be a polynomial such that every ﬁnite critical point is preperiodic. By Theorem V.4.2 in [5], J ( f ) is a
dendrite. In this section we characterize when lim←− f | J will be indecomposable, but ﬁrst we consider a more general case.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that X is a dendrite and g : X → X is topologically exact. Suppose further that there is a closed, forward-
invariant, connected set T ⊂ X such that:
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(2) for any arc A ⊂ X with IntX (A) ⊂ X\T , g|A is injective.
Then lim←− g is decomposable.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ X and let xy denote the arc between them. For each n, deﬁne xyn = gn(xy). We claim that, for each n,
cl(xyn\T ) consists of 0, 1 or 2 arcs. As T is connected and X is uniquely arc-connected, xy0 ∩ T is connected, so cl(xy0\T )
has at most 2 components and the components must be arcs since xy0 is an arc. Now suppose that cl(xyn\T ) consists of 0,
1 or 2 arcs. We will show that the same holds for cl(xyn+1\T ). If xyn\T = ∅, then xyn+1 ⊂ T since T is forward-invariant.
Otherwise, cl(xyn\T ) = A ∪ B , where A and B are arcs (allowing A = B). If A and B are disjoint from T then, for all i < n,
xyi is disjoint from T , as T is forward-invariant. Then xyn = gn(xy0) is homeomorphic to the arc xy0. Thus xyn is an arc
disjoint from T and hence xyn+1 is an arc and the argument for the n = 0 case can be applied. So suppose that A meets T .
Then g(A) is an arc by (2) with at least one endpoint in T , so cl(g(A)\T ) is either empty or it is an arc. The same holds for
g(B) and hence cl(xyn+1\T ) consists of 0, 1 or 2 arcs.
Now by hypothesis, X\T has at least three components, but for each n, gn(xy)\T misses all but possibly two of them.
Thus by Kuykendall’s Theorem 2.8, lim←− g is decomposable. 
Lemma 4.2. Let A ⊂ J be an arc such that no separating point of A is a critical point of f . Then f |A is injective.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2. 
The following is stated without proof in [1]. We include a proof for completeness.
Lemma 4.3. If J is not an arc, then J has inﬁnitely many branch points.
Proof. Let z0 be a branch point of J . If z1 ∈ f −1(z0) is a critical point, then z1 = z0 as f has no periodic critical points.
Moreover, f is at least two-to-one in a neighborhood of z1, so the valency of z1 is greater than the valency of z0. Hence z1
is also a branch point. Then as f has only ﬁnitely many critical points, it follows that there is a branch point z of f such
that no iterated pre-image of z is a critical point. Therefore J has inﬁnitely many branch points. 
Lemma 4.4. If J is not an arc, then J\H( f ) has inﬁnitely many components.
Proof. As H( f ) is the union of ﬁnitely many arcs and is uniquely arc-connected, it suﬃces to show that H( f ) contains
inﬁnitely many branch points of J . Suppose not. Then there exists a neighborhood U in H( f ) such that no point of U is
a branch point of J . Then U has interior in J . For coﬁnitely many z ∈ J there is a dense set Dz ⊂ J such that for any
z′ ∈ Dz there is a homeomorphism that maps a neighborhood of z to a neighborhood of z′ (see Problem 4-d in [11]). Thus
for coﬁnitely many z ∈ J , there is a neighborhood of z that is an arc. Thus J has only ﬁnitely many branch points, which is
a contradiction to Lemma 4.3. 
Theorem 4.5. Let f be a polynomial whose ﬁnite critical points are all preperiodic. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) lim←− f | J is indecomposable.
(2) J is an arc.
(3) (Steinmetz) f is conjugate to ±Tn, where Tn is a Chebyshev polynomial.
(4) lim←− f | J is a Knaster continuum.
Proof. (1 ⇔ 2) If J is an arc, then the result follows from Proposition 2.5 since f is topologically exact (Corollary 14.2
of [11]). If J is not an arc then by the preceding lemmas, we may apply Theorem 4.1 and hence lim←− f | J is decomposable.
(2⇔ 3) This is part of Theorem A of [13].
(3 ⇒ 4) It is well known (see for example, Theorem 1.4.1 of [3]) that J (Tn) = [−1,1]. Since Tn|[−1,1] has exactly n − 1
critical points, each of which maps to either 1 or −1, and Tn({−1,1}) ⊂ {−1,1}, the result follows.
(4⇒ 1) Well known. 
5. Polynomials with periodic critical points
Throughout this section, let f (z) be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial such that at least one ﬁnite critical point of f is
periodic. By 19.7 in [11], the boundary of every Fatou component is locally connected. In this section, we characterize when
lim←− f | J is indecomposable.
Lemma 5.1. Let A, B ⊂ J be distinct Jordan curves. Then |A ∩ B| 1.
2566 B. Williams / Topology and its Applications 157 (2010) 2562–2571Fig. 1. The Julia set (left) for the postcritically ﬁnite polynomial f (z) ≈ z4 + (2.683+ 4.647i)z3 + (−3.599+ 6.234i)z2 and an illustration (right) highlighting
the structure of the Fatou components. The x’s denote the locations of points of critical orbits and the bold region of the diagram denotes the trunk. “Lines”
in the diagram indicate regions where there are very small Fatou components. (Recall that the Julia set of a rational function is the boundary of the union
of the Fatou components in the grand orbit of the Fatou component containing the periodic critical point (Corollary 4.12 of [11]).)
Proof. Suppose that |A ∩ B| 2. Let C be a component of B\A. Then A ∪ C is a theta-curve (that is a curve homeomorphic
to the letter θ ) and hence J is not the boundary of the unbounded Fatou component, a contradiction. 
Deﬁnition 5.2. The trunk of f , T is deﬁned to be T = (H( f )∩ J ( f ))∪ (⋃{∂ F : F is a component of F ( f ) and F ∩H( f ) = ∅}).
(See Fig. 1.)
Lemma 5.3. T is a path-connected continuum.
Proof. To prove that T is compact, it suﬃces to show that T ′ := cl(⋃{∂ F : F is a component of F ( f ) and F ∩H( f ) = ∅}) ⊂ T .
Let x ∈ T ′ . For each i ∈ N, let Fi be a bounded Fatou component of f with Fi ∩ H( f ) = ∅, and let xi ∈ ∂ Fi such that xi → x.
If there is a Fatou component F such that Fi = F inﬁnitely often, then x ∈ ∂ F ⊂ T . Otherwise, for any  > 0, only ﬁnitely
many Fatou components have diameter greater than  (by Lemma 19.4, Theorem 19.6 and the remarks after Theorem 19.7
in [11]), so diam(∂ Fi) → 0. Hence x ∈ H( f ). Since ∀i ∈ N, xi ∈ J , it follows that x ∈ H( f ) ∩ J ⊂ T . Thus T is compact.
It remains only to show that T is path-connected. To this end, let x, y ∈ T . Then there is a regulated arc A0 ⊂ K ( f )
from x to y. Let {Fi} enumerate the bounded components of F ( f ). For each i ∈ N such that Fi ∩ A0 = ∅, |A0 ∩ ∂ Fi | = 2 (by
the deﬁnition of regulated arcs), so we may choose an arc Ci ⊂ ∂ Fi such that ∂Ci = A0 ∩ ∂ Fi . Then for each i ∈ N, deﬁne an
arc Ai by
Ai =
{
Ci ∪ (Ai−1\(A0 ∩ Fi)) if Fi ∩ A0 = ∅,
Ai−1 otherwise.
As only ﬁnitely many Fatou components have diameter greater than any  , the Ai converge to some arc A containing both x
and y. For z ∈ A, either z ∈ A0\⋃i∈N Fi ⊂ H( f ) ∩ J ( f ) ⊂ T or z ∈ ∂ Fi for some i such that Fi ∩ A0 = ∅, in which case
Fi ∩ H( f ) = ∅, so z ∈ T . Thus A ⊂ T is an arc between x and y as desired. 
Lemma 5.4. If F is a bounded Fatou component such that |∂ F ∩ T | is inﬁnite, then ∂ F ⊂ T .
Proof. Let A = {G: G is a Fatou component, G ∩ H( f ) = ∅ and ∂G ∩ ∂ F = ∅}. As H( f )∩ ∂ F is ﬁnite by Theorem 3.3 and for
any bounded Fatou component G = F , we have that |∂G ∩ ∂ F | 1 by Lemma 5.1, it follows, by the deﬁnition of T , that A
is inﬁnite. Let G, H ∈ A, x ∈ ∂G ∩ ∂ F , y ∈ ∂H ∩ ∂ F , xG ∈ G ∩ H( f ) and xH ∈ H ∩ H( f ). Then there are regulated arcs A1, A2
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regulated arc from hG to hH . Then by Theorem 3.3, A ⊂ H( f ), so ∂ F ⊂ T as desired. 
Lemma 5.5. Let A ⊂ J be an arc. Then A ∩ T is connected and furthermore, for any bounded Fatou component F , A ∩ ∂ F is connected
as well.
Proof. Identify A with the closed interval [0,1] and suppose that (a,b) ⊂ J\T with a,b ∈ A ∩ T . Let ab ⊂ T be an arc
between a and b. Then C = ab∪ (a,b) is a Jordan curve in J . Then C must enclose a bounded Fatou component F . It follows
that ∂ F = C as otherwise ∂ F\C would not be accessible from the unbounded Fatou component. Then ab ⊂ ∂ F ∩ T so by
Lemma 5.4, ∂ F ⊂ T . But this implies (a,b) ⊂ T , a contradiction. Thus A ∩ T is connected.
To prove that A ∩ ∂ F is connected for any bounded Fatou component F , we may construct a Jordan curve C like before.
Then C and ∂ F are distinct Jordan curves in J with a,b ∈ C ∩ ∂ F , which contradicts Lemma 5.1. 
Remark 5.6. Applying Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 3.3, we may strengthen Lemma 5.4: If F is a bounded Fatou component
such that |∂ F ∩ T | > 1, then ∂ F ⊂ T .
Lemma 5.7. Every component of J\T gets mapped homeomorphically onto its image by f .
Proof. Let C be a component of J\T and let x, y ∈ C . Since J contains no θ -curves, it follows from Theorem VI.52.IV.4
of [9] that J is hereditarily locally connected. Then C is a locally connected continuum and hence is also path-connected.
Then by Corollary 5.4 in [7], C is locally path-connected. Let C˜ denote the ﬁlling of C . Then C˜ is a locally path-connected
continuum. Let A denote the regulated arc from x to y in J . As C˜\T is a connected open subset of C˜ , it follows that C˜\T is
path-connected. Let B denote an arc in C˜\T from x to y. Then by Lemma 3.1, A ∩ T ⊂ (B ∩ J )∩ T = ∅, so A ⊂ C˜\T . Thus no
critical point of f is in A, so by Lemma 3.2, f |A is injective. Then f (x) = f (y), so f |C is injective. 
Remark 5.8. An argument similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 5.7 can be used to show that, for every Fatou compo-
nent F which doesn’t contain any critical points, f |F is a homeomorphism.
Lemma 5.9. f (T ) ⊂ T .
Proof. As H( f ) and J are both forward-invariant, it suﬃces to show that f (∂ F ) ⊂ T for every bounded Fatou component F ,
satisfying F ∩ H( f ) = ∅. Let F be any such Fatou component and let x, y be in the postcritical set of f such that xy∩ F = ∅,
where xy is the unique arc in H( f ) from x to y. Then f (xy) ⊂ H( f ), so f (F ) ∩ H( f ) = ∅. As F is a Fatou component,
f (∂ F ) = ∂( f (F )), so by the deﬁnition of T , f (∂ F ) ⊂ T as desired. 
Lemma 5.10. If F ( f ) has inﬁnitely many connected components then so does J\T .
Proof. Let F be a Fatou component that contains a critical point of f . As T\∂ F only meets ﬁnitely many components of
J\∂ F , it suﬃces to show that ∂ F contains inﬁnitely many separating points of J . Suppose not. Then there is a point x ∈ ∂ F
and a neighborhood U of x in J such that no point of U ∩ ∂ F is a separating point of J . As J is locally connected, we may
assume that U is connected. Then f k(U ) = J for suﬃciently large k, but f k(∂ F ) = ∂( f k(F ))  J , so U\∂ F = ∅. Then U ∩ J
contains a simple triod S that has one endpoint, z, in U\∂ F and two endpoints in ∂ F . Let y denote the branch point of this
triod and let A denote the arc from z to y in S . Then as y ∈ U is not a separating point of J , there is an arc B ⊂ J\{y}
from z to a point w of ∂ F\{y}, with B ∩ ∂ F = {w}. Then A ∪ B contains an arc C such that C ∩ ∂ F = {y,w}, a contradiction
to Lemma 5.5. 
Theorem 5.11. Let f : Cˆ → Cˆ be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial such that at least one ﬁnite critical point of f , c, is periodic. Then
the following are equivalent:
(1) lim←− f | J is indecomposable,
(2) lim←− f | J is a d-adic solenoid for some d 2,
(3) J is homeomorphic to S1 ,
(4) the Fatou set of f has exactly 2 components,
(5) c is the only critical point of f and f (c) = c,
(6) f is topologically conjugate to g(z) = zd for some d 2.
Proof. (6⇒ 3) and (3⇒ 4) are well known. We will show (2⇒ 1⇒ 4⇒ 5⇒ 6⇒ 2).
(2⇒ 1) Well known.
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F ( f ) cannot be connected. It follows by Theorem IV.1.2 of [5], that F ( f ) must have inﬁnitely many components. Let U1, U2,
U3 be distinct components of J\T as guaranteed by Lemma 5.10 and let x, y ∈ J . Let xy be an arc between x and y. Then
xy\T consists of 0, 1, or 2 arcs, by Lemma 5.5. Proceeding by induction, deﬁne xyn := f n(xy) and suppose that cl(xyn\T )
consists of at most two components, A and B , both of which are arcs. Then by Lemma 5.9, f (xyn ∩ T ) ⊂ T . A\T is a
topological ray, so f (A\T ) is as well, by Lemma 5.7. It follows that f (A) is an arc with at least one endpoint in T , so by
Lemma 5.5, cl( f (A)\T ) is either empty or it is an arc. The same holds for f (B). Thus, by induction, for every n, xyn misses
one of U1,U2,U3. Therefore by Kuykendall’s Theorem 2.8, lim←− f | J is decomposable.
(4 ⇒ 5) Let Fc and F∞ denote the components of the Fatou set containing c and ∞ respectively. Then it follows from
our hypothesis and Corollary 4.12 of [11] that Fc and F∞ are the basins of attraction of c and ∞ respectively. So if c′ = c
were another a point of a periodic critical orbit, then it would be a superattracting ﬁxed point under some iterate of f and
hence would belong to a Fatou component distinct from Fc and F∞ , which is a contradiction. Thus we have that c is a ﬁxed
critical point and there are no other periodic critical points.
Now suppose that c′ is a preperiodic critical point in J . Then at least one external ray lands at f (c′), so at least 2
external rays land at c′ since f is at least two-to-one in a neighborhood of c′ (see Lemma 18.1 in [11]). Then c′ separates J
(Lemma 17.5 of [11]), so J\∂ Fc = ∅, a contradiction to J = ∂ Fc (see Corollary 4.12 of [11]).
Now suppose that c1 is a preperiodic critical point in F ( f ). Since F ( f ) has only 2 components and f n(c1)  ∞, it
follows that c1 is an element of Fc , which is the basin of attraction of c. Let m1 denote the least positive integer such that
f m1 (c1) = c. Let [c, f m1−1(c1)] denote the regulated arc between c and f m−1(c1). Then [c, f m1−1(c1)] does not get mapped
injectively by f , so it must contain a critical point c2 in its interior. As with c1, f m2 (c2) = c for some least integer m2.
Proceeding by induction, for each i ∈ N, let ci+1 ∈ Int([c, f mi−1(ci)]) be a critical point of f and let mi+1 denote the least
positive integer such that f mi+1 (ci+1) = c so that for each i ∈ N, we have f mi−1([c, ci]) ⊃ [c, ci+1]. As f only has ﬁnitely
many critical points, there is a least integer k such that ck = ci for some i = k. Let r denote the least integer greater than k
such that ck = cr , and let μ =∑r−1i=k (mi − 1). Then f μ([c, ck]) ⊃ [c, cr] and f μ(c) = f μ(ck) = c so, for some x ∈ [c, ck],
f μ(x) = ck . It follows that [x, ck] contains a ﬁxed point of f μ , call it y. Then y ∈ J ( f μ) = J ( f ), so ck /∈ Fc , a contradiction.
Thus f has a single ﬁnite critical point and that critical point is ﬁxed.
(5⇒ 6) The only such polynomials are of the form f (z) = a(z − c)d + c, which are topologically conjugate to g(z) = zd .
(6 ⇒ 2) It is well known that J (g) = ∂D. So f | J is topologically conjugate to a d-fold cover of S1, and hence lim←− f | J is
a d-adic solenoid. 
6. Structure of inverse limits of PCF polynomials
In this section we extend the deﬁnition of trunk to the entire collection of postcritically ﬁnite polynomials. The inverse
limit of the trunk plays a role in inverse limits of Julia sets similar to that played by the core of a tent map in inverse limits
of intervals (see [8]). We will show that lim←− f | J contains at least one indecomposable subcontinuum (Proposition 6.4 and
Theorem 6.7) and that any indecomposable subcontinuum of lim←− f | J must intersect lim←− f |T (follows from Theorem 6.3).
Deﬁnition 6.1. Let f : Cˆ → Cˆ be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial. If f has at least one periodic critical point then the trunk
of f was given by Deﬁnition 5.2. If all critical points of f are preperiodic we will now deﬁne the trunk of f by T = H( f ).
Lemma 6.2. f −n(T ) meets only ﬁnitely many components of J\T .
Proof. f −n(H( f )) is a tree whose endpoints are among the orbits of f −n({ f m(c): c ∈ C, m ∈ N0 and f ′(c) = 0}) (Corol-
lary 2.2 of [12]). The result is clear if T = H( f ). Otherwise f −n(T ) = f −n((H( f ) ∩ J ) ∪⋃{∂ F : F is a Fatou component and
F ∩ H( f ) = ∅}) = f −n(H( f )) ∩ J ∪⋃{∂ F : F is a Fatou component and F ∩ f −n(H( f )) = ∅} and the result follows. 
Theorem 6.3. Let f : Cˆ → Cˆ be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial with Julia set J with trunk T such that J\T = ∅. Let X = lim←−{ J , f | J }
and let T˜ =⋂i∈Nπ−1i (T ) = lim←−{T , f |T }. Then
(1) X\T˜ is connected,
(2) X\T˜ has c-many composants,
(3) the arc components of X\T˜ are precisely its composants,
(4) c-many arc components of X\T˜ are dense in X\T˜ , and
(5) inﬁnitely many arc components of X\T˜ are not dense in X\T˜ .
Proof. (1) follows immediately from (4), so we only prove (2)–(5). Let C denote the set of components of J\T .
Let Γ = {η ∩ X: η ∈ CN and ∀i ∈ N, f (ηi+1) ⊃ ηi}. Deﬁne σˆ :Γ → Γ by σˆ (η ∩ X) = η2 × η3 × η4 × · · · . For each n ∈ N
and each γ ∈ Γ , deﬁne Anγ = X ∩ ( f n−1(γn) × f n−2(γn) × · · · × f (γn−1) × γn × γn+1 × · · ·) = {x ∈ X: xi ∈ γi ∀i  n}.
For each γ ∈ Γ , cl(γ1)  lim←−( f |cl(γi+1), cl(γi)) = cl(γ ), since each f |cl(γi+1) is a homeomorphism. Then since T is forward-
invariant, γ  γ1 which is an open, connected subset of the locally arc-connected space J , and hence is arc-connected.
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X\T˜ =⋃γ∈Γ Uγ . We will show that each Uγ is both a composant and an arc-component of X\T˜ .
Now suppose Uγ = Uλ . It follows that γi = λi for inﬁnitely many i. Let x ∈ Uγ and y ∈ Uλ , and choose N ∈ N large
enough that x ∈ ANγ and y ∈ ANλ . Suppose that xy ⊂ X is a continuum containing x and y. Then we have for inﬁnitely many
i > N , that γi = λi and πi(xy) is a connected set that meets both γi and λi . For such i, πi(xy)∩ T = ∅. Then for every i ∈ N,
πi(xy) ∩ T = ∅ since T is forward-invariant. For each i ∈ N, let zi ∈ xy such that πi(zi) ∈ T . Since T is forward-invariant, it
follows that πk(zi) ∈ T for all k < i. Let zi j be a subsequence that converges to some z ∈ xy. Since T is closed, it follows that
z ∈ T˜ . Thus xy ∩ T˜ = ∅, and hence Uγ and Uλ are in distinct composants of X\T˜ . So the arc components (and composants)
of X\T˜ are precisely the distinct Uγ ’s. This proves (3).
Now deﬁne an equivalence relation ∼ on Γ by γ ∼ λ iff γi = λi coﬁnitely. Then as C is countable, for each γ ∈ Γ , [γ ] is
countable. However, for each η ∈ C there are least two distinct elements η′, η′′ ∈ C such that f (η′), f (η′′) ⊃ η, so |Γ | = c.
Thus |{Uγ : γ ∈ Γ }| = |Γ/∼| = c, which proves (2).
For each n ∈ N0 let Tn = {η ∈ C : f n(η)∩ T = ∅ and f n+1(η)∩ T = ∅}. By Lemma 6.2, Tn is ﬁnite for each n. As f is topo-
logically exact, Tn must also be nonempty for each n. So for each n ∈ N, let ηn ∈ Tn . Since f n−1(ηn) ∈ T1 for each n, there
must be an η1 ∈ T1 such that f n−1(ηn) = η1 for inﬁnitely many n. Then for every n ∈ N, ∃λ ∈ Tn such that f n−1(λ) = η1.
By induction, for each i > 1 we may choose an ηi ∈ Ti such that (a) f (ηi) = ηi−1 and (b) for all n > i, ∃λ ∈ Tn such that
f n−i(λ) = ηi . Then (η1 × η2 × · · ·) ∩ X ∈ Γ and f (ηn) ∩ T = ∅ for all n ∈ N. Let A = {U σˆ i (η1×η2×···): i ∈ N}. Note that A is
inﬁnite.
Claim: Uλ is dense in X\T iff f (λn) ∩ T = ∅ for inﬁnitely many n ∈ N.
If f (λn)∩ T = ∅ for only ﬁnitely many n then choose N large enough that f (λn)∩ T = ∅ for all n N . Then π−1N ( J\(T ∪
λN)) is an open set that doesn’t intersect Uγ .
On the other hand, if f (λn) ∩ T = ∅ for inﬁnitely many n ∈ N, then for each such n, λn ∈ T0. Since T0 is ﬁnite and each
element of T0 is open in J\T , there must be a p ∈ N such that f p(μ) = J for each μ ∈ T0. Then for all x ∈ X\T˜ and all
n ∈ N, there exists a y ∈ Uλ such that πi(x) = πi(y) for all i < n. Thus Uλ is dense.
By the claim, A is an inﬁnite set of distinct components of X\T˜ which are not dense. This proves (5).
Now let η ∈ T0 and let λ, λ′ be elements of C that meet f −1(η). Choose p ∈ N large enough that f p(η) = J . Then for
each x ∈ 2ω , there is a γ ∈ Γ such that for all n ∈ N,
γn(p+1) = η and γn(p+1)+1 =
{
λ if xn = 0,
λ′ if xn = 1.
This proves (4). 
We now restrict our attention to the case where f has no periodic critical points and J\T = ∅. Let A denote the set of
vertices of T , that is, A = {A ⊂ T : A is an arc and A ∩ V = ∂ A} where V is the union of the set of points in the orbits of
the critical points of f and the set of branch points of H( f ).
Proposition 6.4. Let f be a postcritically ﬁnite polynomial with no periodic critical points. Then there exists a positive integer N such
that g(x) := f N (x) satisﬁes g(I) = g2(I) for every I ∈ A. Moreover, for every I ∈ A′ = {I ∈ A: ∀I ′ ∈ A, g(I) ⊂ g(I ′) or g(I) ∩ g(I ′)
is ﬁnite}, the inverse limit lim←− g|g(I) is indecomposable.
Proof. For each I ∈ A, let kI and pI denote the preperiod and period of I respectively; that is, the least positive integers,
kI and pI such that f kI (I) = f kI+pI (I). Let N be any positive integer such that LCMI∈A(pI ) divides N and N  kI , ∀I ∈ A.
It follows that for all I ∈ A, g(I) := f N (I) = g2(I), as desired.
We will now show that lim←− g|g(I) is indecomposable. It follows from Theorem A of [12] that there are at least two distinct
arcs, I1, I2 ∈ A′ ∩ 2g(I) . Then g(I1) ⊂ g(g(I)) = g(I), so g(I1) = g(I2) = g(I), as I ∈ A′ .
Now suppose that lim←− f |g(I) = A ∪ B where A, B are subcontinua of lim←− f |g(I) . Let n ∈ N. Then as g(I) is uniquely arc-
connected, one of πn+1(A), πn+1(B) contains Ii for some i ∈ {1,2}. Without loss of generality, suppose that πn+1(A) ⊃ I1.
Then πn(A) ⊃ g(I1) = g(I). As n was arbitrary, lim←− g|g(I) must be indecomposable. 
Corollary 6.5. Let f and g be as in Proposition 6.4. Let ∼ denote the equivalence relation on A′ given by I1 ∼ I2 iff g(I1) = g(I2).
Then lim←− f |T contains at least |A′/∼| distinct indecomposable subcontinua, each two of which meet at most at a single point.
We now consider the case where f has at least one periodic critical point.
Lemma 6.6. Let f be a PCF polynomial with at least one periodic critical point. Suppose that the Fatou set of f has at least one
component F which (1) doesn’t contain any point of any critical orbit and (2) satisﬁes ∂ F ⊂ T . Then lim←− f |T is decomposable.
Proof. By Sullivan’s Non-wandering Domain Theorem (Theorem 16.4 of [11]), every Fatou component is either periodic or
preperiodic. Thus either every Fatou component F satisfying hypotheses (1) and (2) is periodic or we may assume that F
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∂ F ⊂ T and F doesn’t contain any points of critical orbits, T must separate ∂ F , so m 2. Let G denote a Fatou component
that contains a periodic critical point. Choose  small enough so that
(i) ∀w ∈ ∂G , ∂G\{w} contains an -ball in T ,
(ii) ∀w ∈ ∂ F , ∂ F\{w} contains an -ball in T ,
(iii) ∀i m, Ai contains an -ball in T , and
(iv) if F is periodic with period p then ∀n p, ∀i m, f n(Ai) contains an -ball in T .
Let {a,b, c} be any three points of T . By Kuykendall’s Theorem 2.8, it suﬃces to show that there is a continuum ab
between a and b such that for every n ∈ N, f n(ab) misses an -ball in T .
If a,b ∈ ∂ F then we may choose an arc ab ⊂ ∂ F . Then if F is strictly preperiodic, for all n ∈ N we have that | f n(ab) ∩
∂ F | 1 by Lemma 5.1. On the other hand, if F is periodic then | f n(ab) ∩ ∂G| 1 by Lemma 5.1. In either case, for every
n ∈ N, f n(ab) misses an -ball in T as desired.
Now consider the case where a /∈ ∂ F . Then we may choose an arc A ⊂ T containing a and b such that A ∩ Al = ∅ for
some lm and such that for all Fatou components U with A ∩ ∂U = ∅, we have ∂(A ∩ ∂U ) ⊂ H( f ).
If every Fatou component that satisﬁes (1) and (2) is periodic then let p denote the period of F so that f p(F ) = F .
Then if T ′ denotes the ﬁlling of T , F is the only pre-image of itself under f p|T ′ , as otherwise there would be a preperiodic
Fatou component that satisﬁes (1) and (2). By Remark 5.8, for each i, f i |∂ F is a homeomorphism. Then f p|∂ F permutes
∂ F ∩ H( f ) and so as it is a homeomorphism, it must permute the set {A1, . . . , Am}. So for every n ∈ N, ∃k m such that
f np(A) ∩ Ak = ∅. Then for all n ∈ N, ∃k m such that f n(A) ∩ f n mod p(Ak) = ∅. Thus for every n ∈ N, f n(ab) misses an
-ball in T as desired.
It remains only to consider the case where F is strictly preperiodic. In this case, for each bounded Fatou component U
with ∂U ⊂ T , we will deﬁne an arc AU such that for all n ∈ N, f n(AU ) ∩ Al = ∅. If f n(A ∩ ∂U ) ∩ Al = ∅ for all n ∈ N then
let AU = A ∩ ∂U . Otherwise f N (U ) = F for precisely one N ∈ N as F is strictly preperiodic. In this case, since F doesn’t
contain any points of critical orbits, neither does U , f (U ), . . . , f N(U ) = F , so f N |∂U is a homeomorphism (Remark 5.8).
Then f N (A ∩ ∂U ) ⊃ Al , so we deﬁne AU = cl(∂U\A). Thus in either case, we have for all n ∈ N, that
f n(AU ) ∩ Al = ∅. (1)
Now let {U1,U2, . . .} enumerate {U ∈ Fatou components: |A ∩ ∂U | > 1}, which may or may not be ﬁnite. Let A1 =
(A\∂U1) ∪ AU1 and by induction deﬁne
Ai+1 =
{
(Ai\∂Ui+1) ∪ AUi if i + 1 < |{U1,U2, . . .}|,
Ai otherwise.
Then ab = lim Ai is a subcontinuum of T containing a and b. For any x ∈ ab, we have that x ∈ AUi for some i, and hence,
by (1), for all n ∈ N, f n(x) /∈ Al . Thus f n(ab) misses an -ball as desired. 
For each x ∈ Cˆ, let ω(x) = { f n(x): n ∈ N0}.
Theorem 6.7. Let f be a PCF polynomial with at least one periodic critical point and let C =⋃ω(c) where the union is taken over the
set of periodic critical points. Then either:
(1) lim←− f |T is a solenoid, or
(2) lim←− f |T is a decomposable continuum containing at least |C | distinct solenoids, no two of which meet at more than a single point.
Proof. Distinct points c1, c2 of C are superattracting ﬁxed points of suﬃciently high iterates of f and hence lie in distinct
bounded Fatou components (see Corollary 4.12 of [11]). It follows that lim←− f |T contains |C | distinct solenoids, S1, . . . , S |C | ,
no two of which can meet at more than a single point. We now show that lim←− f |T is decomposable whenever it is not a
solenoid.
If there is some bounded Fatou component F with ∂ F ⊂ T such that F does not contain any point of any critical orbit,
then lim←− f |T is decomposable by Lemma 6.6. Otherwise every bounded Fatou component F with ∂ F ⊂ T , contains a point
of a critical orbit.
Let T ′ =⋂n∈N f n(T ) so that f (T ′) = T ′ and lim←− f |T = lim←− f |T ′ . Let A1, . . . , Am denote the closures of the components (if
there are any) of ( J ∩H( f )∩ T ′)\⋃{∂ F : F is a bounded complementary domain of T ′}. Note that each Ai has interior in T ′ .
Let F1, . . . , FM denote the bounded complementary domains of T ′ , which are also Fatou components of f . As f (H( f )∩ T ) ⊂
H( f ) ∩ T and f has at least one periodic critical point, it follows that M  1. If m + M = 1 then lim←− f |T is a solenoid by
Theorem 5.11. Otherwise, S := {A1, . . . , Am, ∂ F1, . . . , ∂ FM} has at least two elements.
Now, for each i, j, |Ai ∩ A j| 1 by deﬁnition, and |∂ Fi ∩ ∂ F j | 1 by Lemma 5.1. By Theorem 3.3, Ai ∩ ∂ F j is ﬁnite, so
by Lemma 5.1, |Ai ∩ ∂ F j |  1. Thus for all D, D ′ ∈ S , if D = D ′ then |D ∩ D ′|  1. For each x in T ′ , let V (x) denote the
number of elements of S that contain x. (This is the “valency” of x, in some sense.) For each Ai , f (Ai) is a subset of H( f ),
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jM ∂ F j is fully invariant under f |T ′ , it follows that, for each Ai , f (Ai) ⊂ Ak for some Ak . Then as S is ﬁnite and f |T ′
is surjective, it follows that f permutes the elements of S . It follows for every x ∈ T ′ , that V ( f (x)) V (x) and hence that
V ( f (x)) = V (x), since S is ﬁnite.
We will say that an element S ∈ S separates T ′ if ⋃(S\{S}) is disconnected. Choose L ∈ S such that L does not sepa-
rate T ′ . Then there is a sequence {Li ∈ S}i∈N with L1 = L such that f (Li+1) = Li for each i ∈ N. It follows that A = lim←−{ f , Li}
is a continuum. Now if D ∈ S such that D separates T ′ , then there are distinct points x1, x2 ∈ D with V (x1), V (x2) > 1. Then
f (x1), f (x2) ∈ f (D) and f (x1) = f (x2) since f preserves valency and only ﬁnitely many points have valency greater than
one. It follows that f (D) separates T ′ . Thus the pre-image of a non-separating element of S is a non-separating element
of S . Thus Ki =⋃S\{Li} is a continuum for each i. Since f (Ki+1) = Ki , it follows that B = lim←−{ f , Ki} is a continuum. Then
A ∪ B is a decomposition of lim←− f |T . 
Remark 6.8. In Theorem 6.7, even if |C | = 1, lim←− f |T need not be a solenoid: for the postcritically ﬁnite polynomial f (z) =
4(−1− √2 )2/3z2 + 4(−1− √2 )1/3z3 + z4, it can be shown that |C | = 1 but lim←− f |T is still decomposable.
Remark 6.9. In the proof of Theorem 6.7, a case was considered where J ∩ H( f ) possibly had interior in H( f ). The author
conjectures that J ∩ H( f ) is nowhere dense in H( f ) for any postcritically ﬁnite polynomial with a periodic critical point.
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